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From BlueTooth to 
FairHair

BLUETOOTH

wireless technology standard for exchanging data 

over short distances.

FAIRHAIR

geodata exchange standard using Discrete Global Grid 

Systems

Named after King Harald Bluetooth, the king who ruled 

over all tribes in Denmark from the year 958 and then 

managed to conquer parts of Norway, making all the 

different tribes communicate and unite.

As Jim Kardach developed the technology and managed 

to enable different kinds of devices to communicate 

wirelessly, he called it Bluetooth, because the technology 

and King Bluetooth had the same purpose — unity and 

communication among different groups.

The Bluetooth logo is the combination of “H” and “B,” 

the initials of Harald Bluetooth, written in the ancient 

letters used by Vikings, which are called “runes.”

Named after King Harald Fairhair (Old Norse: Haraldr

Hárfagri), the king who united Norway from the year 872.

The unification of Norway by Harald Fairhair begins with a 

marriage proposal that resulted in rejection from Gyda. 

Whom refused to marry him "before he was king over all of 

Norway". Harald hence took a vow not to cut nor comb his 

hair until Norway was united. His realm included part of 

Sweden, Scottish and Danish Islands. The project is called 

Fairhair, because the technology to be developed and King 

Fairhair share the same goal – connecting island and seas.

The Fairhair logo is “H” and “H,” the initials of Haraldr

Hárfagri, written in the ancient letters called “runes.”



FAIRHAIR

South 
Western part 
of Norway



OGC DGGS for Dummies

The railroad standard for grids

Japanese proverb: 

“Vision without action is a daydream, 

action without vision is a nightmare”

Illustration: © Colorado University. 

Surface Elevation on the 10242 Spherical Geodesic Grid



The Minecraft rules

R 8 Equal area

R 9 Initial tessellation

R 10 Refinement method

R 11 Spatial reference

R 12 Unique addresses

R 13 Cell location

R 14 Quantization methods

R 1 Reference frame and algorithms

R 2 Domain completeness

R 3 Position uniqueness

R 4 Resolutions

R 5 Successive completeness

R 6 Cell shape

R 7 Cell area



The Pokémon Go of grids

R 15 Navigation operations

R 16 Spatial analysis

The Black Box rules

R 17 Data query

R 18 Data transfer



Index for initial experiments

j axis

i axis

Kevin

 

(58.28°N, 11.25°E)

Figure 1. A 2D hexagonal coordinate 

system. The system is rotated 60° clockwise 

from the normal orientation (with the i axis

horizontal) to align with the orientation in 

Figure 2.

Figure 2. The internal indexing used by DGGRID decomposes the 

icosahedron into 10 pairs of icosahedron faces (numbered 1-10), 

with each pair indexed using a 2D hexagonal coordinate system 

(Figure 1). Two singleton pentagons are left over, and are treated as 

single-cell coordinate systems (numbered 0 and 11).



DGGRID

• open source software for generating ISEA3H and other DGGSs

• developed by Southern Oregon University for the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency

• first public version released in 2003

• version 6.4 released September 2018

• grid products used in over 60 scientific papers

• Hexgrid for this exercise kindly provided by Dr. Kevin Sahr



The 2018 grid challenge
• Make population on hexgrid

• Albania 2011

• Austria 2011

• Croatia 2011

• Estonia 2017

• Finland 2018

• France 2011

• Haiti, Rwanda, Pakistan 2006

• Mozambique, Gaza prov. 2017

• Norway 2018

• Portugal 2011

• Romania 2011

• Slovenia 2018

• Sweden 2018

• Turkey 2017

• South Korea 2017



Conclusions 2018 grid challenge

• We did it. It can be done – fast

• Still some room for improvements

• Explore different grid levels

• Explore Global Table Joining Service

• Need to test libraries of grid algorithms

https://www.google.no/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_tuGmydXbAhWL7xQKHTKYCSIQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://guardian.ng/life/style/diy-thursday-3-things-you-can-make-out-of-an-old-tee/&psig=AOvVaw1A7qeNStytHRd3KhO9Oa61&ust=1529148772644374


What is most efficient, hex or 
square?

• For storage, sampling or representation of information

• As few points/grid cells as possible



«The 2019 Nordic border soup
experiment»

Ingredients

Administrative borders

Population at adress level

Vector grids (hex and square)

Chefs

Statistics Finland

Statistics Norway

Statistics Sweden

• Make population on hexgrid, and compare with square grids



A few warnings…

Impact on results?



A visual comparison…

…GADM to crued to compare



Border example

• 2 961 conectivity point

• Most accurate point

• Points agreed upon



Murphys law

• No access to licence file (ArcGis)

• No direct access to apps

• Only access to old QGIS, but not tools

• Access to gvSIG, but not tools

• Access to SAGA GIS, but difficulties with several operations

• Difficulties with different projections, no access to reprojections or 

transformations



Results

• INSPIRE : 1 140 grid cells (max value 19)

• HEX        : 1 076 grid cells (max value 17)

1) Hexagons seems slightly more efficient in sampling and presenting point data

2) Improve test by distributing points with equal distance along border

Compare directional accuracy, not only location accuracy



Thank you!


